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Dragons are on the warpath. Two heroes will risk everything to protect the ones they love. Bailey

Monzac slays dragons. Between her imperviousness to their flames and the training she received

from the shape-shifter Aidan, Bailey can finally hold her own. When her ally is called away for clan

business, the slayer must go solo to investigate a horrifying case of children being abducted by

dragons. And the only way she can find them is by killing a whole lot of the fire-breathing beasts.

Aidanâ€™s father is dying. The pendragon will appoint a successor through a brutal competition,

and Aidan may be the only one willing to play by the rules. Escaping with his life could be his

toughest challenge yet. If these natural-born enemies can survive their quests, Bailey and Aidan will

still have to face an even greater battle to prevent their territory from going up in flames. Dancing

with Flames is the second book in the Dragonâ€™s Breath series, a collection of dark fantasy new

adult novels. If you like strong, complex female leads, post-apocalyptic shifter and dragon tales, and

the slow burn of budding romance, then youâ€™ll love the latest installment in Susan Illeneâ€™s

captivating series. Buy Dancing with Flames to stoke the fire today! Word count: 104,000
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I love this series and I didn't want Dancing With Flames to end.As the book begins dragons have

been on earth for four months. Between the dragons and the various environmental events

(earthquakes, storms, etc.) caused by the dragons' world meshing with ours, there has been an

apocalypse of sorts and people are dealing with the fall of the industrialized world. Bailey, our

heroine and dragon slayer, is living in an enclave mostly inhabited by her college friends. They

forage for food and supplies, protect themselves from gangs, and try and stay out of sight of the

dragons. Bailey is honing her slaying skills with the help of Aidan, our hero and a dragon shifter. As

she and her friend Conrad are driving she is flagged down by a desperate man. He asks Bailey to

save his neighbor's son who has been taken by a dragon. The dragon comes back every night to

look for more children. This starts the ball rolling for Bailey's part of the book.As well as training

Bailey, Aidan has a lot on his plate. His father, the pendragon, has decided to step down in two

weeks and gives each of his children a task they must complete to be considered for the position as

his successor. Aidan is given the task of forging a treaty with another clan. With the succession up

for grabs, there is a fair amount of jockeying for position among the candidates. Some is political

and some is deadly.One of the things I love about Susan Illene's books is that neither the hero nor

the heroine is a sidekick. They have their own stuff to do and exist separately from each other. That

makes the scenes when they are together so much better. There are a lot of series where one of the

two MCs is more of a helper than a person in their own right. This is never a problem with Ms. Illene.
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